CHECKLIST

Evaluate the Safety
of Your Site
Are there missing gaps in your site security plan? Use
this checklist to plan and protect your employees and
patrons.
LEARN MORE

ZEROEYES

Commercial Safety Checklist
;

Building Access Control
Systems

;

Gun Detection Security
Technology

;

Locks and Deterrents for
Windows and Doors

;

Reactive and Proactive Security
Response

;

Building Design and
Infrastructure

;

Comprehensive List of Threats,
Both Probable and Improbable

;

Exterior and Interior
Vulnerabilities

;

Identify Potential Threat Actors

;

Create a Security Strategy

;

Safety Protocols

;

Active Shooter Training for Staff
& Students

;

Emergency Action &
Evacuation Plans

;

Security/Regulatory
Compliance

;

Alarm Security and/or
Monitoring Systems

;

Physical Premises Vulnerability
Assessment

;

Physical Barriers, like Fences
and Gates

;

Exterior Lighting

;

Visual Obstacles to Cameras

While it may seem like a daunting task, a thorough risk assessment and the development and
implementation of a comprehensive security plan is critical to keeping your employees and
patrons safe.
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Take the time to ask yourself critical questions to determine
what you need to safeguard the lives of your people.
Unfortunately, a threat actor only needs to find
one entry point, one weak link. In the case of an

As former Navy SEALs, we have dedicated

active shooter, seconds count.

our lives to using our hands-on combat
experience to give you and your security

Most security systems are reactive; alarms go

personnel the military-level technology

off only after the perpetrator breaks in, acoustic

you need to win the war against violence in

gunshot detection only alerts authorities after a

schools.

shot is fired, etc. Additionally, emergency dispatch
often depends on desperate 911 calls from victims
to alert authorities.

Our gun-detection video analytics technology
integrates into your existing security cameras,

It is far better to be proactive and identify a

alerting authorities and administrators within 3

potential threat before shots are fired, to lock

seconds of detecting a gun. ZeroEyes provides

down the premises, and give law enforcement

real-time tracking of threat actors, giving police

critical intelligence—like geolocation and

and security the intel they need to quickly find

accurate perpetrator descriptions—to neutralize

and neutralize their target, keeping everyone safe.

the threat as quickly as possible.

HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR
SITE SAFETY CHECKLIST?

GET MORE INFO
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